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Foreword
STARK Group is a large retailer and distributor of building materials for the
professional segment in Northern Europe with approx. 11,700 employees in 485
branches in 6 countries. STARK Group owns and operates the 5 builders’ merchant
chains STARK Deutschland GmbH in Germany, STARK Danmark in Denmark and
Greenland, Beijer Byggmaterial AB in Sweden, STARK Suomi Oy in Finland
and Neumann Bygg A/S in Norway. Presently a new acquisition in Austria is under
regulatory approvals and has therefore not been included in this report.
The aim of this first STARK Group Sustainability Market Insight Report (2022), is to
give an overview of sustainability in the construction industry across the STARK
Group markets, and to ensure that we have the right products in assortment to fulfill
the requirements of our customers both now and in the future.
Furthermore, this report highlights the importance of product documentation and
data availability to support the green transition towards a more sustainable
construction sector and a net-zero future.
With this report we wish to share our insights and knowledge across our value chain
to embrace the market potentials of the green transition and the European Green
Deal.
This report has been prepared by STARK Group to give an overview of the
sustainable construction schemes, ecolabels, customer preferences, and national
regulations on sustainable construction across our markets in Germany, Denmark,
Finland, Sweden, and Norway.
The report is based on literature studies as well as interviews with sustainability
managers in each market. The report was prepared in the period November 2021 –
February 2022.
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Executive Summary
All STARK Group markets have clear national legislated net-zero targets and
ambitious 2030 targets for carbon reductions which match or exceed those set
by European Union (EU), net-zero by 2050 and 55% emissions reduction by 2030.
On a global scale, the building and construction sector is responsible for
approximately 39% of all greenhouse gas emissions, with 28% from operational
energy use and 11% from consumption of materials for new buildings and
refurbishment of existing buildings (World Green Building Council, 2019).
Therefore, reducing emissions from the building sector must be approached
from both a materials and energy perspective.
To finance the transition to a net-zero future, the EU has launched the European
Green Deal with a significant emphasis on the building sector to improve energy
efficiency (Renovation Wave) and reduce the carbon intensity of buildings. The
European Green Deal aims to provide at least €1 trillion in green investment
from 2020-2030 with more than €250 billion to fund initiatives within sustainable
construction. These funds, combined with prescriptive measures will be used to
move the building sector towards zero emissions by 2050.
Correspondingly, we are seeing a renewed focus on decarbonizing the building
sector and thus a shift from voluntary sustainable construction schemes (LEED,
BREEAM, DGNB, etc.), primarily relevant for commercial buildings and public
construction, over to legal requirements within sustainable construction in
building regulations, thus affecting all segments of the construction industry.
The most predominant sustainability certification schemes in each market have
clearly inspired the national building regulations and all STARK Group markets,
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except for Germany, have declared that Life cycle assessment requirements and
whole building life cycle carbon limits will enter national legislation.
Voluntary sustainable certification schemes (LEED, BREEAM, DGNB, etc.) aim to
demonstrate the use of sustainable building practices and the responsible use
of resources in new and existing buildings. Despite the close proximity of the
STARK Group markets, the voluntary sustainability construction schemes that
are most used in each of our markets, vary significantly.
In Germany and Denmark, the DGNB certification is the primary certification
scheme covering 75% and 94% of the markets respectively, the Swedish market
is primarily driven by Miljöbyggnad – a domestically created certification, and
BREEAM is the main certification scheme used in Finland and Norway. Each
certification scheme covers different aspects of economic, environmental, and
social sustainability. DGNB is recognized for its near even split in focus between
all three, whereas Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM, and LEED primarily focus on
environmental and social sustainability with economic factors accounting for
less than 5% in each case.
The landscape for recognized ecolabels on products is similarly vast. Nordic
Ecolabel (Swan) sees high consumer recognition and demand in Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, and Norway while Blue Angel is predominant within Germany.
The EU ecolabel is secondary to both these labels across all markets.
Furthermore, product documentation and data requirements across STARK
markets also vary dependent on the sustainability focus (carbon life cycle
analysis’, hazardous chemicals, insulation, indoor climate, etc.).

Sources: Nearly zero-energy buildings (europa.eu), Assessing-NZEB Ambition, Europe's path to decarbonization | McKinsey

Executive Summary
Continued
In Denmark, Sweden, and Finland, there is legislation in place to promote
climate-friendly (low whole life cycle carbon) construction and it is expected that
life cycle assessments (LCA) will be required for all new construction. In Norway
and Germany, only public and federal buildings, respectively are covered by such
requirements.
Overall, none of the countries perform life cycle assessments in the same way
reducing comparability. Carbon emissions related to Product stage (A1-A3) and
Transport to building site (A4) is included in LCA calculations in all countries,
and in most countries Installation into building (A5), Replacement (B4),
Operational Energy Use (B6), Waste processing and disposal (C3-C4) and Reuse,
Recovery and Recycling potential (D) are also typically included.

In terms of data sources, Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) are the
preferred choice in all countries. To the extent that generic data is used, the
database Ökobaudat is used in Denmark, Norway and Germany. In the remaining
countries, national databases are used.
Our customer analyses show that there are four key levers which impact our
customers demand for sustainable construction materials including 1) national
legislation within sustainable construction, 2) the main voluntary sustainable
construction schemes in each market, 3) the specific product sustainability
labels, assessments and documentation requirements 4) as well as available
national funding for energy efficiency projects.
Craftsmen often, consider sustainability when choosing materials even
though their end customers seldom require or specify sustainable products.
However, craftsmen expect that they will build more sustainable in the future
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driven by increasing end-customer demands, legislation and funding.
Craftsmen generally do not feel they have sufficient knowledge of
sustainable construction and product choices. Verified product documentation
regarding sustainability is important to the craftsmen's choice of product, both
as a means of communicating sustainable value but also as documentation
towards their end-customers. Therefore, product sustainability documentation is
becoming an important competition parameter.
Although in close geographical proximity, the STARK Group markets vary in
maturity levels regarding sustainability in the construction industry. Presently
Sweden is a leader in green building practices closely followed by Denmark in
terms of both certified buildings and legislation. Norway, Finland and Germany
lag behind with no legally binding low carbon requirements in the private
construction sector.
This difference in maturity also means that there are differences in
understandings and immediate priorities concerning sustainability – both in the
market, in regulation and government funding across markets. In Germany, there
is a focus on energy efficiency, whereas in Denmark and Sweden the focus has
shifted towards embodied carbon and indoor climate.
STARK Group is committed to accelerating transition in the construction sector
by being instrumental in building the cities of tomorrow with zero emissions. We
constantly search for more sustainable alternatives and promote sustainable
practices and the distribution of sustainable and ecolabelled products. Our goal
is to make it easier for our customers to make informed choices and become
the preferred partner for sustainable construction.

Summary of National Sustainable Construction Legislation and
Voluntary Schemes
Germany
Legislated
Net-Zero Target
2030 Target

2045
65%
Reduction from 1990

Whole Building Life Cycle
Limits

Sweden
2045
85% Reduction from 1990

2050
70%
Reduction from 1990

63%
Reduction from 1990

Finland

Norway
2050*

80% Reduction from 1990
* Updated Target of 2035 expected by 2022

2050
90-95% Reduction from 1990

39%*
Reduction from 2005

50-55%
Reduction from 1990

* Updated Target of 50% expected by 2022

TBD
Expected to be enforced by 2025 or
earlier

Declarations: 2023
Limits:
2023

Declarations: 2022
Limits:
2027

DGNB (75%)
BREEAM (15%)
LEED (10%)
BNB (Federal Buildings)

DGNB (94%)
Nordic Swan (Svanemærket) (6%)

Miljöbyggnad (94%), BREEAM-SE
(5%), and LEED (1%).
GreenBuilding (Energy Efficiency)
and Nordic Swan (Svanen)

BREEAM (55%)
LEED (43%)
Nordic Swan (Joutsenmerkki) (2%)
RTS

BREEAM-NOR (>95%)
LEED (<5%), and
Nordic Swan (Svanen)

General

Blaue Engel
EU Ecolabel

Nordic Ecolabel (Svanemærket)
EU Ecolabel, Blaue Engel

Nordic Ecolabel (Svanen)
EU Ecolabel

Joutsenmerkki (Nordic Ecolabel),
EU Ecolabel

Nordic Ecolabel (Svanen) EU
Ecolabel

Resources

FSC®, PEFC ©

FSC®, PEFC ©

FSC®, PEFC ©

FSC®, PEFC ©

FSC®, PEFC ©

Indoor Climate

EC1, M1

Indeklimamærket, EC1, M1

M1

M1, Allergy Label (Allergiatunnus)

M1

Main sustainable
construction certification
schemes
(% of total certified buildings)

Main product
sustainability
labels

Denmark

N/A

Existing Legislation Within
Sustainable Construction

Federal gov. buildings:
Bewertungssystem
Nachhaltiges Bauen (BNB)
rating system requiring a
whole-building LCA

Emissions limits to become
mandatory in 2023 for new
buildings over 1,000m², and for all
new buildings by 2025

Emerging Legislation Within
Sustainable Construction

No current plans to introduce
LCA requirements for new
private buildings

Emissions limits to become
mandatory in 2023 for new
buildings over 1,000m²

Carbon ‘Handprint’ concept looking
at emissions reductions are in place.
Climate Declarations for Buildings
from 2022

Limit values come into effect by
2027

Mandatory climate declaration in
preparation, expected to be
implemented by 2025.

Aims to implement LCA carbon
emission limits for all new buildings
‘well before 2025’
Focus on expanding the role of
wood in construction

TBD
Agreed on in principle

The seven largest
municipalities in Norway aim to
have fossil-free construction
sites by 2021, however
progress towards this goal is
slow and still requires buy-in
from state and private actors.
Construction sites should be
fossil-free by 2025 nationally
and emissions-free by 2030
only the largest municipalities.

Table 1: Summary of National Sustainable Construction Legislation and Voluntary Schemes
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Sources listed on following pages
National

Summary LCA Tools and Requirements, Funding, Customer Priorities,
and Market Maturity Level
Germany

LCA Requirements

LCA Software and Tools

Denmark

Sweden

Finland

Norway

DGNB: A1-A3, B4, B6, C3-C4, D
BREEAM: A1-A3 (A4, B1-7, C1-4
optional)
LEED: A1-4, B1-5, C1-4

DGNB: A1-A3, B4, B6, C3-4 (A4A5 optional)
Voluntary class and all buildings
>1000 m3 rom 2023: A1-A5, B4,
B6, C3-C4 and D

Klimat-deklaration: A1-A5, B2, B4,
B6, C1-C4 optional)
Miljöbyggnad: A1-A3, (A4
optional)
BREEAM-SE A1-A4 (B1-B7, C1C4, D optional)
From 2027: A1-A4, B2, B4, B6 and
C1-4

Climate Declartion: A1-A5, B3-B4,
B6, C1-C4 and D
RTS: A1-A5, B1-4, B6, C1-4
BREEAM: A1-A3 (A4-A5, B1-7, C14, D optional)
LEED: A1-4, B1-5, C1-4

NS 3720: A1-A5, B1-B6, B8, C1-C4
and D
Statsbygg: A1-A5, B1-B6, C1-C4
and D (B8 optional)
BREEAM-NO: A1-A3 (A4-A5, B1B6, B8, C1-C4, D optional)

ÖKOBAUDAT and eLCA are well
established and free national EPD
database and LCA software tool.

LCA is to be performed
according to EN15978, EN15804
and relevant product category
rules (PCRs). It is recommended
to use the free tool LCAbyg.

One Click LCA is the most widely
used system followed by
Byggsektorns miljöberäkningsverktyg (BM-verktyget)

One Click LCA is the most used
LCA-tool in Finland.
A National Emissions Database
for Construction also exists:
CO2data.fi

Statsbygg requires the use of
LCA tool One Click LCA

€4.5B: Energy-efficient buildings
Tax incentives for private energy
efficient renovations
Funding Opportunities
Including EU Green Deal

Main customer priorities
Maturity Level (1-5)*

€1B for energy-efficient social
housing

€57M in 2022 (430M DKK)
Energy efficiency & Heat Pumps
in Private Homes
€42M (315M DKK) energy
efficiency funding for business’

CO2 tax: €25/tonne (2021) →
€55/tonne (2025).

€19M in 2022 for fuel switching
(Gas → District Heating/Heat
Pumps) and insulation for
Municipalities/Region

Energy efficiency & (Operational)
Carbon neutrality

Interest in energy efficiency and
low emissions machinery

3

4

Table 2: Summary LCA Tools and Requirements, Funding, Customer Priorities, and Market Maturity Level
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* See Page 52 for a discussion on Maturity Level.

Up to 20% funding for low
emissions trucks and electric
machinery.
Tax incentives of up to 30%
(maximum 75k SEK or €7,2k) for
personal home renovations

Material data for building
declarations
4

€40M in funding in 2021–2023
for low carbon built environment
solutions.
Up to €4,000 funding grants
available for energy efficiency
improvements in social housing.
€2,500 or €4,000 grants available
for fuel switching (Oil → District
Heating/Heat Pumps)
PEFC, Energy efficiency, Locally
sourced products, Ecolabelled
products
2

Enova provided funding of up to
150,000 NOK or €15K, for private
home building envelope
upgrades.
CO2 tax: €55/tonne (2021) →
€200/tonne (2030).

Ecolabelled products
2

PART 2

EUROPEAN
GREEN DEAL

European Green Deal
The European Green Deal is a comprehensive package of legislation and funding designed to turn the EU climate neutral by 2050 and decouple resource use from
economic growth resulting in a cleaner environment, more affordable energy, smarter transport, new jobs and an overall better quality of life. The Green Deal includes
the 2030 Climate Target Plan which aims to reduce emissions in the EU by at least 55% by 2030.
▪

European Green Deal aims to decarbonise the EU by 2050 and reduce
emissions by 55% by 2030.
▪
▪

▪

There are several funding mechanisms in place to facilitate the European
Green Deal, totalling over €1 trillion in funding to be used before 2030.

Renovation Wave
▪

85-95% of today's buildings in the EU will still be standing in 2050, when
Europe must be climate neutral.

▪

These buildings are responsible for about 40% of the EU's energy
consumption, and 36% of greenhouse gas emissions from energy. But
only 1% of buildings undergo energy efficient renovation every year.

To meet these targets, significant attention and funding on the order of
€250 billion will be given to the building sector.
▪

The EU aims to reduce buildings’ greenhouse gas emissions by 60%,
their final energy consumption by 14% and energy consumption for
heating and cooling by 18% by 2030.

▪

The Renovation Wave strategy published by the EC aims to at
least double (if not, triple) renovation rates in the next ten years and
make sure renovations lead to higher energy and resource efficiency.

▪

When it comes to renovations, new EU-level minimum energy
performance standards are proposed, requiring the worst-performing
15% of the building stock of each Member State to be upgraded.

▪

The three focus areas of the Renovation Wave are:
1. Tackling energy poverty and worst-performing buildings
2. Public buildings and social infrastructure

The EC has released a “Fit for 55” package aimed at bringing EU
legislation in line with the 2030 target.
▪
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▪

This package includes proposed revisions to the Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive (EPBD). Including a proposal that as of 2030, all
new buildings must be zero-emission (very high energy performance
from renewables, without on-site carbon emissions).

3. Decarbonising heating and cooling.
▪

This will have a transformative effect on the RMI market.

Sources: Renovation Wave (europa.eu), Renovation and decarbonisation of buildings (europa.eu), Nearly zero-energy buildings (europa.eu), EUR-Lex - 52020DC0662 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu)

PART 3

CUSTOMER
SUSTAINABILITY
PERSPECTIVES

Sustainability From a Customer Perspective
STARK Group customers are primarily professional craftsmen in the SME
segment who work within the renovation, maintenance, and improvement (RMI)
market segment.
Our 2021 analyses show that there are four key levers which impact our
customers demand for sustainable construction materials and that each lever is
interrelated. The national legislation within sustainable construction as well as
the main voluntary sustainable construction schemes in each market, are the
predominant factors impacting the demand for sustainable products and the
specific product sustainability labels, assessments and documentation
requirements. Available national funding for energy efficiency projects further
accelerates the demand for sustainable products driven by increased endcustomer demands.
According to the STARK Group NPS deep loop analysis performed in June 2021
with almost one thousand respondents, it was revealed that craftsmen more
often than not, consider sustainability when choosing materials. This is despite
the fact that their end-customers seldom require or specify sustainable
products. The end-customers who do set sustainability requirements also
require documentation and therefore verified product documentation regarding
sustainability is important to the craftsmen's choice of product.
STARK Denmark has during the past four years performed a sustainability
customer analysis with an average of 1350 B2B customer respondents. The
2021 analysis showed that 43% of craftsmen consider sustainability when
choosing building materials, which is a 5-p.p. increase compared to 2020. 35%
buy sustainable building materials, which in turn is an increase compared to
2020 in the same magnitude.
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Sources: STARK Denmark Sustainability survey, STARK Group NPS Deep Loop, Interviews (2021-2022)

In 2021, more craftsmen were willing to pay an additional price for sustainable
building materials than in 2020.
Despite increased focus on sustainable materials in the market, the STARK
analysis does not indicate that craftsmen have gained more knowledge. Only a
third believe that they have sufficient knowledge about sustainable building
materials. The analysis indicates that craftsmen seek knowledge regarding
sustainable choices at builders' merchants (STARK), on the Internet, and directly
from suppliers. The craftsmen primarily want more knowledge about the choice
of sustainable materials and benefits for their clients. Only 18% of craftsmen
advise their customers on sustainability on the projects which is seen as a focus
area with great potential to shift sustainable demand.
The analysis showed that the three main benefits of sustainable construction
from the craftsmen's perspective are environmentally sound production
methods, social responsibility and improved indoor climate. Conversely, the
three biggest challenges are material costs, lack of knowledge and timeconsuming administration and documentation work.
Almost two thirds believe that construction should be more sustainable in
relation to the current climate crisis and expect that they will build more
sustainable in the future driven by increasing end-customer demands, legislation
and funding.

Customers and Sustainability Levers
General Overview

STARK Market

STARK Customers

Four Key Levers for Sustainability

Gross Profit Split by End Market Segment (est.)

Net Sales Split by Customer Catagory

Driving Customer Priorities

Market specific
sustainable
construction
certification
schemes

National
legislation within
sustainable
construction
(existing and
emerging)

Customer
Priorities

The renovation, maintenance, and improvement
end-market (RMI) benefits from the EU Green Deal
stimuli packages and private investments to
improve the existing housing stock through more
sustainable solutions. The new build market is
subject to energy-efficiency and emerging low
carbon legislation as well as increased demand for
voluntary certification schemes.

Craftsmen in the small and medium-sized
enterprise segment (1-50 employees) mainly
engage in small and medium-sized RMI projects or
as subcontractors to large building companies in
large renovation works.

Figure 1: STARK markets, customer categories and sustainability levers
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Sources: STARK Denmark Sustainability survey, STARK Group NPS Deep Loop, Interviews (2021-2022)

Available
national funding
for energy
efficiency
projects etc.

Market specific
product
sustainability
labels,
assessments and
documentation

How often do you buy sustainable products
(ecolabeled, recycled)?

How important is verified sustainable product
documentation to your product choice?

STARK Group Customer Analysis

1

2

3

More often than not, STARK Group customers consider sustainability when
choosing products

▪

More often than not STARK Group customers also buy sustainable alternatives

▪

The Norwegian and Swedish markets are most sustainable although the gap
between “concidering sustainable products” and ”buying sustainable products” is
greater in the Swedish market.

▪

The Danish market is lagging behind both regarding considering and buying
sustainable products

Figure 2: STARK Group customer sustainability analysis
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STARK Group Customer Analysis June 2021 – NPS Deep Loop (982 respondents)

STARK Deutschland
2

STARK DK
STARK FI
Neumann
Beijer Byggmaterial

1
2

3

4

How often do your customers require sustainable products for their
projects?

How often do you consider sustainability (i.e. environmental impact) when
choosing products?

▪

3

1

4

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

4

SUSTAINABLE REQUIREMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION
▪

More often than not, customers do not require sustainable products

▪

Our Swedish customers experience greatest customer demands

▪

End customer requirements are not presently driving a demand for sustainability

▪

Product documentation is important in all markets (except Denmark, where
demand is currently low in the SME sector, but expected to rise with the
introduction of LCA requirements for new buildings starting in 2023)

▪

There is a correlation between customer requirements and the importance of
documentation

STARK Customers and Characteristics
LARGE

MEDIUM

MINOR

SMALL

>50 employees

25-50 employees

10-25 employees

1-10 employees

Have knowledge in
house, also investors.

Request documentation
and knowledge support.

Lack sustainability
knowledge.

Help drive innovation.

Request initiatives that
can present them as
more sustainable and
differentiate their
business.

Want to go sustainable,
but do not have the
resources.

Demand documentation.
Expect suppliers to take
responsibility beyond
carbon scope 1-2.
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Very conservative.

Lack sustainability
knowledge.

Low risk appetite.

Often see sustainability
as being very complex.

Suspicious towards
greenwashing from
suppliers.

PART 4: MARKET DEEP DIVE

GERMANY

Sustainability Context
Germany
▪

▪

Strong legislated emissions and sustainable building targets
▪

In the summer of 2021, the government updated national emissions
targets to a 65 percent reduction in emissions by 2030, an 88 percent
reduction by 2040, and carbon neutrality by 2045.

▪

In the buildings sector, targets set in 2016 were 20 percent heat energy
savings by 2020 and an 80 percent reduction in energy consumption by
2050.

▪

Focus on energy efficiency and renewable heating systems
▪

All sectors, except the building sector, reached assigned greenhouse gas
reduction targets for 2020, fueling increased drive towards enhancing
building energy efficiency and shifting to renewable heating systems.

▪

75% of buildings in Germany were built before 1979, i.e., before thermal
insulation ordinance entered into force and have poor energy
performance.

▪

German electricity emissions intensity factor was ~35% higher than the
EU average in 2020. As such, and with climate targets and the
Energiewende (German Energy Sector Transition) in mind, there is a large
focus on increasing energy-efficiency in buildings to reduce energy
demand while the energy sector shifts to renewable power generation.

Sources: German Government, EEA, BearingPoint

▪

Life Cycle assessments only for federal buildings
▪

In Germany, there is no general national legislation requiring the
performance of building life cycle assessments (LCA) except federal
buildings, where Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen (BNB) must be
followed. Several German states have chosen voluntarily to follow these
requirements, in connection with their other public buildings.

▪

Both LCA and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) are mandatory components of
the BNB system, but no specific limit values have been set.

▪

Federal buildings must achieve a minimum of silver (65%) in the overall
assessment.

Increasing biodiversity focus
▪

▪

In Germany, a strategy for biodiversity has been established (KüchlerKrischun & Walter, 2011), and its regulation takes place at the regional
level, with each state managing the strategy individually. This contributes
to constructions on "bare fields", i.e. areas without existing buildings,
often must compensate with green roofs or green facades (Kerz, 2020).

Green building market maturity

Weaker

Stronger

Green Building Certification Schemes and LCA
Germany
▪

▪

The DGNB (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen)
certification developed by the German Sustainable Building Council
is a clear market leader followed by BREEAM, and then LEED (see figure 3).
▪

In 2016, DGNB had over 80% of the German market share for certifying new sustainable
buildings.

▪

BREEAM and LEED are primary used in buildings with international
actors involved.

Number of Certified buildings

LEED

BREEAM

DNGB
1556

1365
1152

Embodied carbon programmes are supported by strong technical
infrastructure, such as ÖKOBAUDAT and eLCA, a free national EPD
database and LCA software tool.
▪

DGNB has a pre-determined standard embodied carbon performance
benchmark and awards based on relative performance against this standard.

▪

Federal government buildings must adhere to the Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen
(BNB) rating system which requires a whole-building LCA with points awarded for better
performance.

▪

Contrary to regulations in many Nordic countries, there are no current plans to introduce
LCA requirements for new private buildings.

366

330

398

403

456

213

2018

2019

2020

Figure 3: Predominant voluntary certification schemes in the German Market and corresponding
no. of certified buildings (2018-2020)
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Sources: BNP Paribas, Ramboll, Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen (BNB), Guide-to-sustainable-building-certifications-August-2018-e-bog.pdf

Ecolabels
Germany
Knowledge of Ecolabels Among German Craftsmen* [%]

▪

According to an analysis made by B+L, Blaue Engel (Blue Angel) is the most
recognized product ecolabel in Germany, followed by the EU Ecolabel and FSC
(figure 4).
▪

▪

The DGNB Local Environmental Impact Standard ENV 1.2 recognizes many
Blue Angel labelled products under Quality Level 4 (Scale 0-4) and as such
places a high importance on eco-Labelled products to gain certification
points.

As is reflected by the focus on energy efficient regulations, Energieausweis
(Energy Performance Certificate) is well recognized, far beyond most product
sustainability labels.
▪

Energy certificates must be provided by landlords for new lease contracts.

Energieausweis
Energieausweis…
(Energy Performance
Certificate)

69,7

Blauer Engle (Blue Angel)

19

65,2

EU EcoLabel

44,8

FSC

42,8

23,8
22,7

11

32,6

19,8

37,4

Eco Insitut Tested Product

22,4

15

62,6

natureplus

21,2

16,4

62,3

EPD

20,4

15

64,6

ESG

20,4

18,4

61,2

PEFC

17,3

14,7

68

eurofins

17,3

12,7

70

VDB-Zert

17,3

11,6

71,1

DGNB

16,7

15,3

68

Sentinel Haus Institut

16,1

16,1

67,7

Cradle to Cradle

14,7

14,4

70,8

GEV-Emicode

14,2

17,3

68,6

Known and Relevant

11,3

Known, But Irrelevant

Unknown

Figure 4: Knowledge of ecolabels among German craftsmen, B+L Nachhaltigkeit in der Bauwirtschaft- July 2021
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Sources: *B+L Nachhaltigkeit in der Bauwirtschaft- July 2021(Survey of German Craftsmen), DGNB

Funding Opportunities
Germany
Initiatives

Description

Status

Government investment
in building energy
efficiency

Under the Immediate Action Programme, the German government plans on releasing €4.5B in funding for energyefficient buildings in 2022 and 2023. e.g., Funding is available for heat pump installations which covers 35 % of the
eligible costs up to a maximum of € 21,000.

Confirmed June
2021

Tax incentive for energy
efficient renovations

German government has introduced tax incentives to conduct energy efficient renovations for private
households, including e.g., replacement of heating, installation of new windows or insulation of roofs.

Confirmed
January
2020

Government investment
in Social Housing energy
efficiency

The German Government is providing €1B in funding for social housing under the Immediate Action Programme.
The additional funds will be used for the construction of new energy-efficient social housing and for energy
efficiency retrofits of existing social housing.

Confirmed June
2021

Carbon Emissions
Trading System

A CO2 tax starting at €25/tonne was introduced in 2021 and is set to rise each year until reaching €55 per
certificate in 2025. To bolster public acceptance of this tax, the Federal Goverment has signalled its intention to
intoduce legislation to split this cost evenly between landlords and tenants in 2022.

Confirmed
January
2021

Table 3: Funding oppertunities within sustainable construction on the German market
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Sources: Immediate Climate Action Programme, Climate Action Programme 2030, Clean Energy Wire, Clean Energy Wire
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DENMARK

Sustainability Context
Denmark
Strongly legislated emissions targets

▪

Denmark's Climate Act, passed June 2020, has set a target of reducing
emissions by 70% in 2030 compared to 1990 and achieve climate neutrality
by 2050.

1.

Life cycle assessment (LCA) calculation (early LCA required during the
project phase and a final LCA when the construction works are
completed). The LCA must include module A4 covering emissions from
the material transport to site

2.

Resource efficiency on the construction site

3.

Life Cycle Costing (LCC)

4.

Operations and maintenance plan

5.

Documentation of hazardous substances

6.

Emissions to the indoor climate (incl. limit values for formaldehyde and
TVOC)

7.

Daylight measurements

1. More climate-friendly buildings and construction

8.

Sound pollution (ventilations systems)

2. Durable, high-quality buildings,

9.

Acoustics

Shift of focus from building energy efficiency to whole life cycle carbon
▪

▪
▪

From 2023 all new buildings will be required to complete a LCA report, and all
new buildings over 1000 m3 will be required to emit less than 12 kgCO2e/m²
over their lifetime.
All new buildings constructed after 2025 will be required to emit less than
10.5 kgCO2e/m² over their lifetime.
The National Strategy for Sustainable Construction has identified five
priorities in new buildings:

3. Resource-efficient buildings,
4. Energy-efficient, healthy buildings, and
5. Digitally-supported construction.
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Under the voluntary sustainability class nine new requirements have been
introduced which are likely to be added to general requirements in the future.

Green building market maturity

Weaker

Sources: 1Trafik- Bygge- og Boligstyrelsen. (2020). Vejledning om den frivillige bæredygtighedsklasse., Danish Climate Change Act, Danish National Strategy for Sustainable Construction

Stronger

Legislation and Whole Building LCA Limit Values
Denmark
Whole building emissions targets, currently voluntary within the Building Class 2020 has been prepared with the intention of being able to meet the Building
Directive's requirements for nearly-zero energy buildings The Strategy introduces a threshold limit value into the building code, set to become mandatory in 2023 for
new buildings over 1,000m² and for all other new construction in 2025. Limit values initially set at 12 kgCO2e/m² will decrease gradually until 2029 stopping at 7.5
kgCO2e/m².
2020

2021

2022

Testing and evaluation of the
voluntary sustainability standard

2023

i

Determination of threshold limit
value by the contracting parties
(SBB)

under 1,000 m2

Threshold limit
value for 2025

§
Threshold Limit
Value of 12 kg
CO2eq/m2/year
Threshold limit
value of 8 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Figure 5: Roadmap of the Danish national strategy for sustainable construction
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2026

2027

2028

2029

Threshold limit
value for 2027

Threshold limit
value for 2029

§

New
Construction

Voluntary CO2
Standard

2025

Continuous collection of
latest knowledge and data

Requirement for
LCA calculation
without threshold
limit value

over 1,000 m2

2024

Sources: Danish National Strategy for Sustainable Construction

§

§

§

Revised threshold
requirement: e.g.
of 10,5 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Revised threshold
requirement: e.g.
of 9 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Revised threshold
requirement: e.g.
of 7,5 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Threshold limit
value of 7 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Threshold limit
value of 6 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

Threshold limit
value of 5 kg
CO2eq/m2/year

2030

2031

Green Building Certification Schemes
Denmark
Annual Investment in Sustainable Construction

▪

DNGB-DK (a regional adaptation of the German DGNB certification) commands over

BREEAM

LEED

Svanemærket

DGNB
31.601

94% by spend of the 2022 sustainable building market of buildings over 30M. DKK
(€4M).
The investments in DGNB projects almost doubled between 2020 and 2021 to over 24
billion DKK and is expected to increase to over 31 billion DKK in 2022. In comparison,

M. DKK

▪

24.114

12.925

projects built according to the Nordic ecolabel (Svanemærket) make up only 6% of the
total investment into certified sustainable construction in Denmark.
▪

200

2000 1.079

390

2020

The Svanemærket (Nordic Swan) certification doubled between 2020 and 2021,

0

2.268

0

0

2021

2.015

2022

primarily within smaller residential and public pre-school projects in eastern Denmark.
However, this growth is unlikely to attract any significant market share within the next 5

Investment in Sustainability Measures

years.
Participation in the Voluntary Energy Class decreased in 2022, mostly due to
replacement by increased interest in certifications.
▪

M. DKK

▪

11.810

12.818

12.001
10.396
8.725

8.146

3.166

There remains strong investment in general sustainability measures outside of
650

regulatory requirements (e.g., Green Roofs, Rainwater Recycling, Energy Efficiency
Upgrades, etc.)

BK2020

Investment in General
Sustainability Measures

2020

2021

428

Voluntary low-energy class

2022

Figure 6: Annual investments in certified sustainable construction and sustainability measures on the
Danish market
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Sources: Byggefakta, Expert interviews

Funding Opportunities
Denmark
Initiatives

Description

Status

Government investment
in private homes

Bygningspuljen released €45M in 2021 (340M DKK) and will release a further €57M in 2022 (430M DKK) in
subsidies for insulation, heat pumps and new windows for private housing. Only buildings with energy labels E, F,
or G are eligible. Subsidies for heat pumps in combination with ventilation and for housing associations will also
be released in 2022.

Confirmed
2021

Government investment
in business’

Erhvervspuljen (Business Funding Pool) has received an expansion of €42M (315M DKK), to fund energy
conservation measures, increase energy efficiency, and fund the green conversion of horticulture, including
greenhouses.

Confirmed
2020

Government investment
in Social Housing

€4B (30B DKK) will be released, primarily though Landsbyggefonden, from 2021 through to 2026 for the renovation
of public housing and the suspension of the construction limit for municipalities and regions. Targeted
improvements include insulation and the phasing out of oil furnaces.

Confirmed May
2020

Government investment
in Municipalities/Region

€19M in 2022 (145M DKK) will be released to Municipalities and Regions to switch buildings from oil or gas
boiliers to heat pump or district heating and the replacement of facade windows, exterior insulation of exterior
walls. Buildings must have an energy label of D-G to be eligible. €20M was also released in 2021 (150M DKK).

Confirmed
October
2021

EPD Funding for
manufacturers

The EPD fund is a public subsidy scheme, of €2M (15M DKK), which supports manufacturers' and the industry's
development of EPDs. The pool provides the opportunity to cover up to 50% of the costs of preparing EPDs.
You can apply for max. two product-specific EPDs per manufacturer / company (maximum support of 150,000
DKK per. product-specific EPD). Read more: Om bæredygtigt byggeri (trafikstyrelsen.dk)

Confirmed
December
2021

Table 4: Funding opportunities within sustainable construction on the Danish market
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Source: Bygningspuljen, Erhvervstilskud,

Customer Priorities
Denmark
STARK Denmark customer survey 2021:
1.

35 % answered that they often, very often or always buy sustainable building
materials – increase of 5 percentage points from 2020.

2.

The demands for sustainable construction projects from both public and private
customers has increased since 2020. More than 1/3 of all private companies and
private homeowners often, very often or always demand sustainability in their
construction projects.

3.

More than 50% of all craftsmen are positive about making construction more
sustainable.

4.

Every third craftsman expects that they will build more sustainably in the future.

5.

Only one third of the respondents say that they have sufficient knowledge of
sustainable building materials

The top three customer barriers for sustainable construction:
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1.

Insufficient knowledge

2.

Time consuming to choose and document sustainable materials

3.

Increased costs associated with product purchase and administration regarding
documentation

Sources: STARK Deep Loop Survey, Ecolabels.dk, STARK Denmark customer sustainability analysis (A&B Analyse)
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SWEDEN

Sustainability Context
Sweden
Strongly legislated emissions targets
▪

Sweden is targeting net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2045 at the
latest, after which negative emissions are to be attained. By 2030, emissions
should be 63% lower compared to 1990.
▪

Net-zero emissions correspond to an 85% reduction from 1990 levels,
with the remaining 15% to be compensated through supplementary
measures e.g., carbon capture and storage techniques, increased carbon
sequestration, and emission reduction attempts outside of Sweden.

▪

Energy use is targeted to be 50% more efficient by 2030 compared to
2005.

▪

There are no defined targets for buildings or the construction sector.

Front runner: Mandatory LCA requirements implemented in January 2022, limit
values planned for 2027
▪

27

▪

The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket) has
launched Klimat-deklarationen, where it is mandatory for developers to
conduct an LCA for new buildings starting from January 2022, including a
declaration of greenhouse gas emissions from the construction stage
through to the finished building. Boverket proposes that maximum
greenhouse gas emission limits for the construction of buildings will be
introduced in 2027. In the same year, it is also proposed that all stages of the
building's life cycle and more parts of the building are reported.
Sources: Sweden’s Climate Act, Development of rules on climate declaration of buildings - Boverket

Boverket proposes that the level of limit values in 2027 will be about 20-30
percent lower climate emissions than a reference value (climate calculation
assessment). The limit value is proposed to be tightened in 2035 and 2043
to be in line with the Riksdag's climate target for 2045. Boverket's proposal
for a roadmap has been submitted to the Government, which will continue to
work on the issue.

Customers value certified timber products and environmental assessments on
products.
▪

Ensuring product data is incorporated into logbooks will become increasingly
important as climate declarations become commonplace. Customers
commonly request product data be incorporated into product sustainability
databases such as Byggvarubedömningen, Sunda Hus, Svanens
Husproduktportal and BASTA.

Green building market maturity

Weaker

Stronger

Legislation and Whole Building LCA Limit Values
Sweden

▪

Climate Declarations (Environmental Product Declarations for buildings) are required for all new buildings permitted starting in Jan 2022. Specific limit values on
whole life emissions per built area will be introduced by 2027.
▪

An LCA is required, where resource uses in the construction phase in the form of transport to and from the construction site, energy consumption and the
amount of construction waste must be documented and included in the LCA.

▪

A harmonized LCA database has been developed which provides generic EPD’s for common construction materials. Emissions from products in the generic
database are calculated by weight and have an additional 25% margin.

▪

Generic EPD values can be used to calculate building climate declarations, however specific product values are encouraged. Timeline for implementing
climate declarations for buildings is as follows:

Jan 2022
• Building climate
declarations become
mandatory
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2027
• Limit values planned to
come into effect (Specific
product EPD’s
encouraged)

2035
• Limit values suscessively
lowered

Sources: Regulation on climate declarations for buildings (boverket.se), Utveckling av regler om klimatdeklaration av byggnader - Boverket

2043
• Limit value tightened to
be in line with the
Riksdag's climate target
for 2045

Green Building Certification Schemes and Ecolabels
Sweden
▪

Miljöbyggnad is the leading certification in Sweden followed BREEAM-SE, and LEED.
▪

▪

▪

367

327

The size and spend on each Svanen project varies enormously as individual apartments
to several buildings can be approved under a single certification, as such the number of
these projects are not directly comparable to Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM, LEED, etc.
certified projects which are typically single large commercial buildings.

16

5

0

9

2019
LEED

42

41

2020
BREEAM

GreenBuilding

9

33
2021

Miljöbyggnad

Number of new Swan Certifications*
4266

Svanen (Nordic Swan), followed by the EU Ecolabel are the most used ecolabels in Sweden.
▪

611

588

NollCO2 is a net-zero carbon certification which can be achieved in addition to
Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM, LEED, etc. There were two NollCO2 certifications in 2021, and
this is expected to increase moving forward.

Svanen (Nordic Swan) certification is popular in smaller projects and sees a high number of
certifications annually.
▪

▪

GreenBuilding is a popular energy efficiency standard awarded to buildings which
consume 25% less than a reference standard building. It is not a green building
certification and does not consider holistic sustainability measures.

Number of Green Building
Certifications

96% of Swedish consumers recognize the Nordic Swan Ecolabel.

2386
1535

2018

2019

2020

Figure 7: Number of sustainable building certifications on the Swedish market (*2021 data unavailable,
data current as of February 2022)
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Sources: Sweden Green Building Council, Statistik Svanenmärkta, Nordic Swan Ecolabel, GreenBuilding - Sweden Green Building Council, NollCO2

Funding Opportunities
Sweden
Initiatives

Description

Status

Investment in low
emission heavy
transportation and
construction

The Swedish Energy Agency has made funding of up to 20% available for the purchase of environmental low
emission trucks (over 3.5 tonnes) and electric machinery (net power above 75kW).

Confirmed
October
2020

Tax incentive
scheme for hiring
of professional
craftsmen
(ROT/RUT)

The Government has approved the tax incentive scheme where it is possible to deduct 30% of the tax from hiring
craftsmen for in-home renovations. One person can maximum deduct SEK 75k per year

Ongoing

Table 5: Funding opportunities within sustainable construction on the Swedish market

Note: Additional EU Fit for 55 funding is likely to become available in 2022, however specific details have yet to be released.
RISE is currently establishing a platform, in order that EU funds will benefit Sweden and Swedish industry to a significantly greater extent. At least €96M (SEK 1
billion) in funding will be released in the period 2021-2027 focus on areas such as innovative industry, clean energy, smart and sustainable mobility, more energyefficient buildings and the phasing out of fossil fuels.
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Source: Swedish Energy Agency, Skatteverket, The EU's green deal drives investments in sustainability | RISE

Customer Priorities
Sweden
▪

With the Climate Declaration requirements coming into effect in 2022, customers
are starting to require material climate data, including environmental product
declarations (EPD’s).

▪

Customers value environmental assessments on products. Ensuring product data is
incorporated into logbooks will become increasingly important as climate
declarations become commonplace.

▪

Customers commonly request product data be incorporated into:
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▪

Byggvarubedömningen (Byggvarubedömningen)

▪

Sunda Hus (SundaHus - Trygghet för fastighetsägare | SundaHus i Linköping
AB)

▪

Svanens Husproduktportal (Nordic Ecolabelling - Nordic Ecolabelling Portal)

▪

BASTA (Basta Online)

Sources: Beijer, STARK Deep Loop Survey
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FINLAND

Sustainability Context
Finland
▪

Finland's current Climate Change Act sets targets of net-zero emissions by
2050 corresponding to a reduction of at least 80% from the levels in 1990
and a reduction of 39% in the non trading sectors compared to 2005 by 2030.

▪

Climate Declaration legislation is expected to enter into force by 2025
(Kuittinen, 2020). This will require an LCA for new buildings by 2025 at the
latest.

Finland is in the process of updating their national Climate Change Act
with a goal of updating the net-zero target to 2035 and appropriate
updating 2030 and 2040 targets. The updated act finished a public
comment period in September 2021 and is expected to be submitted to
the Parliament in the beginning of 2022.

▪

Maankäyttö- ja rakennuslaki (Land use and Building Act) legislation is being
updated. The main objectives of the reform are to create a carbon neutral
society, strengthen biodiversity, improve the quality of construction, advance
digitalization, and promote Circular Economy.

▪

The Finnish building regulations comply with EU legislation and directives on
problematic substances, and there are limit values for TVOC and
formaldehyde in homes (Heikkinen & Rantanen, 2020).

▪

Ministry of the Environment has published resources to boost the circular
economy and climate action in the sector. The aim is to improve the quality
of demolition projects and increase the utilisation of construction and
demolition materials.

▪

Green Building Market Maturity

▪

▪

Finland enjoys an abundance of wood, as 75% of the country is forested
area. Finland has a high standard in producing sustainable forest products,
including high levels of digitalisation. By 2025, the aim is that 45% of public
construction should be in wood.
▪

▪
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The Wood Building Programme promotes the use of wood by
strengthening the skills base in the industry, updating legislation and
building regulations relevant to wood construction and by providing
evidence-based information on wood construction. The goal of the
programme is that the use of wood is a natural part of construction in
Finland and that the use of wood would be doubled by the end of 2023.

Finland is developing the building ‘handprint’ concept, which aims to
formalise the positive carbon impacts of new construction (through carbon
storage or renewable energy generation for instance). It is proposed to
integrate this into the LCA methodology.
Sources: Finnish Ministry of the Environment, Nordic Council of Ministers

Weaker

Stronger

Green Building Certification Schemes and Ecolabels
Finland
▪

BREEAM is the leading certification system in Finland, with LEED certifications closely
following.
▪

▪
▪

▪
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Number of Certifications

In projects with no global market, a domestic certification scheme, RTS, has a growing
presence. RTS has a primary focus on embedded carbon emissions, energy efficiency,
moisture control, and healthy indoor environments and borrows best practices from
BREEAM and LEED.

Joutsenmerkki
(Nordic Swan)

LEED

BREEAM
343

274

265

221

208
180
146 149

The WELL standard, covering indoor air quality and healthy buildings, is seeing some
interest in Finland's largest cities, Helsinki and Espoo.

Joutsenmerkki (Nordic Swan), followed by the EU Ecolabel are the most commonly used
ecolabels in Finland.
▪

Joutsenmerkki is well known in Finland and over 90% of consumers recognize the
Ecolabel.

▪

M1 is the most well known indoor climate label, which is also known and recognized
internationally

CO2data.fi, a database developed in partnership with the Finnish Ministry of the Environment
has also been developed, providing a generic construction product emissions database.

Sources: Green Building Council Finland Private Correspondence, Raksystems, Ramboll, Nordic Council of Ministers

2018

15

9

4

0

2019

2020

2021

Figure 8: Number of sustainable building certifications on the Finnish market. LEED and BREEAM
numbers include Existing Building and In-Use certifications respectively.

Funding Opportunities
Finland
Initiatives

Description

Status

The Ministry of the Environment has released €40M in funding in 2021–2023 to support companies in developing
low-carbon solutions related to the built environment.
Government investment
in decarbonization of the
building sector

Support is targeted at companies, municipalities, and other operators and stakeholders. The programme aims to
boost the development and dissemination of products, technologies, services, and practices for the built
environment that mitigate climate change, promote decarbonization and the renewal of economic structures, and
enhance the competitiveness of Finnish companies based on sustainable solutions. The programme is jointly run
by the Ministry of the Environment and Business Finland. Seven calls for funding in total will be organized.

Confirmed
2021

Government investment
in energy efficiency in the
social housing sector

In 2020-2022, the ARA will award energy grants for energy efficiency-enhancing renovation projects in residential
buildings, capped at a maximum of €4,000. Total funding for 2022 is set at €40M.

Confirmed
2020

Government investment
in low-carbon heating in
the residential sector

From a total of €70M, grants of €2,500 or €4,000 are available to fund the transition from oil heating to district
heating or heat pumps.

Confirmed
May 2021

Table 6: Funding opportunities within sustainable construction on the Finnish market
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Source: Ministry of the Environment, ARA Energy Grants (Finnish), ELY Centre
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NORWAY

Sustainability Context
Norway
▪

The national climate goal in Norway is transition to a low-emission society by ▪
2050 defined by a 90-95% Reduction from 1990 levels with a 50-55% reduction
in emissions by 2030.
▪
▪

The Norwegian Parliament has set a goal of achieving carbon neutrality by
2030, which will require the use of offsets.

▪

Some municipalities are more ambitious and especially the City of Oslo
stands out with a goal of a 95% reduction of emissions by 2030.
▪

▪

The Climate Action Plan for 2021-2030, focusing on electrification, circular
economy and energy measures in the built environment was approved in the
beginning of 2021.

▪

While political consensus is strong that decisive action on climate change
must be taken, there are wide disagreements on the course of best action. As ▪
such, this has led to few, if any, concrete measures for the construction
sector.
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▪

Limit values for new buildings agreed on in principle, but there is no
pending legislation giving a set timeframe for this to occur.

▪

A national ban on using fossil oil for heating of people-oriented buildings
and for heating and drying during construction and rehabilitation was
enacted in 2020. Following this, a ban on natural gas heating has been
proposed however there is no political consensus on this topic.

Oslo, together with six of the other largest municipalities in Norway (Bergen,
Drammen, Kristiansand, Stavanger, Tromsø, and Trondheim), have launched an
ambitious target of emission-free municipality construction sites by 2025, and
all construction sites emission-free by 2030.

▪

Sources: Norwegian Ministry of Climate and Environment, Nordic Council of Ministers, CICERO, Storbyerklæringen,

Municipal targets emphasize the need for state authorities to update the
Building Act in order to be able to meet these targets and buy-in is still
required by state and private actors before these targets can be realized.

Norway has developed a standard (NS 3720: 2018, 2018) for calculating
greenhouse gas emissions for buildings, and many projects make demands on
the LCA, but there is no concrete legislation regarding climate-friendly
construction.
Many sustainability parameters are covered by the Norwegian building
regulations TEK17 incl. the calculation of energy consumption, waste sorting
on the construction site, daylight and hazardous chemicals in construction
products. The legislation applies to both new construction and renovation
projects.

Green Building Market Maturity

Weaker

Stronger

Green Building Certification Schemes
Norway
▪

The primary building certification scheme is BREEAM-NOR. There are a small amount of LEED
certifications performed every few years.
▪

59

In 2013, 70 per cent of the new office buildings in Oslo achieved or were in the process of obtaining a
BREEAM-NOR certification, in 2021 this figure is close to 100 percent. Stakeholders of commercial
buildings are the primary driver behind these certifications.

▪

Despite this – the overall number of certifications nationally remains low, and most certifications
remain in the largest urban centers in the country.

▪

2020 to 2021 saw a 55% increase in the number of certified projects.

▪

From a material standpoint, only specific EPDs can be used as documentation in BREEAM-NOR.
Generic EPDs are not approved.

▪

Norway has also pioneered a new standard, PowerHouse, which is aimed at producing more energy than
consumed, including in the build cycle. This is a niche certification which is not expected to gain a
significant market share.

▪

Svanemærket (Nordic Swan) and the EU Ecolabel are the most known on-product labels in Norway.

38

BREEAM-NOR Certified Projects

▪

94% of Norwegians recognize the Svanemærket label.

▪

Customers place a very high value on product Ecolabels

Sources: Norwegian Green Building Council, Power House, World Green Building Council, Svanemerket Norway,
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Figure 9: Number of BREEAM-NOR on the Norwegian market.

2021

Funding Opportunities
Norway
Initiatives

Description

Status

Government investment
in building energy
efficiency

Enova, an organization owned by the Ministry of Climate and Environment will provide funding up to 150,000 NOK,
or approximately 15K EUR, for private home building envelope upgrades.

Ongoing
from
2016

Carbon Tax

The Ministry of Climate and Environment has signalled it’s intention to increase the current CO2 tax from 590
NOK/tonne (€55) at present to 2,000 NOK/tonne (€200) by 2030.

Confirmed
January
2021

Table 7: Funding opportunities within sustainable construction on the Norwegian market

Enova releases approximately €25 million in funding annually which is rarely fully committed. Although no formal announcements have been made, there is a strong
focus on increasing the ease to obtain funding from 2022 moving forward.
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Sources: Enova , Reuters-Norwegian Carbon Tax Announcement, Expert Interview with Neumann Bygg

PART 5

BUILDING
CERTIFICATIONS
FROM A
MATERIALS
PERSPECTIVE

Sustainable Building Certifications
Certified sustainable buildings outperform conventional buildings on a variety of metrics (World Green Building Council, 2013) and offer a host of attractive social,
environmental, and economic benefits that are becoming increasingly important. Certification offers a way to verify and communicate sustainable practices that are
easily understood by wider audiences who are progressively aware of the need to change conventional construction practices.
There are currently hundreds of sustainability certifications for the built environment and the number is set to rise as the focus on certifying buildings continues to
increase. These certifications differ widely and cover different aspects of sustainability which can be sub-divided into three dimensions covering: environmental,
economic, and social impacts.
To better understand the five most common building certification systems in STARK Group Markets (DGNB, LEED, BREEAM, Miljöbyggnad, and Nordic Swan) the
following analysis examines these certifications based on these three dimensions. The certifications generally rely most heavily on the environmental dimension,
largely represented by the resources aspect. The social dimension follows closely after environmental, with a focus on the health aspect, where indoor climate and
comfort plays a large part. The economic dimension is generally less represented in all certifications except for DGNB, although it could be argued that economic
aspects follow as consequences of many of the other aspects within the social and environmental dimensions.
Nordic Swan is unique in that it is both an Ecolabel, and a certification scheme for buildings. Reflecting these roots, Nordic Swan is unique among the other
certifications in that places heavy emphasis on toxicity and healthy building materials.
DGNB is distinguished by focusing almost equally on the three sustainability dimensions: social, environmental and economic. Health, Stability of value, Resources,
and Life cycle costs are amongst the main aspects of DGNB.
Miljöbyggnad has a large focus on health and resources while covering competitively less aspects within the dimensions vs, DGNB or LEED, and others.
BREEAM is primarily focused on the environmental dimension of sustainability followed by the social dimension. Economic aspects are represented at 5%, which is
greater than most other certifications, excluding DGNB. The main sustainable aspects in this certification are resources, environmental impact, and health.
LEED focuses roughly two thirds on the environmental dimension and one third on the social dimension with a small focus on the life cycle costing aspect in the
economic dimension. The prioritisation of environmental sustainability is a result of three of LEED’s principles almost exclusively addressing the environmental
dimension. Its major sustainable aspects are resources and health.
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Sources: Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018, World Green Building Council

Sustainability Dimensions of Building Certifications

Sustainability
Dimension

DGNB

LEED

BREEAM

Miljöbyggnad

Nordic Swan

Environmental

33%

68%

66%

61%

83%

Economic

30%

2%

5%

3%

1%

Social

37%

30%

29%

36%

16%

Percent Market
Share of Denmark 94%
Sustainable Germany 75%
Construction
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Finland 43%
Germany 10%

Norway 95%
Finland 55%

Sources: Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018, Swan Ecolabeled Buildings

Primarily Found in

Sweden 94%

Sweden
Denmark

DGNB

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen

▪

DGNB has an almost equal focus on each sustainable dimension (Environmental,
Economic, and Social). Health, Stability of value, Resources, and Life cycle costs
are amongst the main aspects of DGNB.

▪

Material emphases include:
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▪

Use of products where an EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) exists.

▪

Sustainable Resource Extraction addresses the ecological and social impact
of a product on the entire value chain, from the sourcing of raw materials to
processing.

▪

Specific recognition is given to the use of secondary raw materials and the
extent to which this alleviates resource extraction.

▪

Use responsibly sourced timber and natural stones.

▪

Tight and insulated thermal envelope to reduce energy use and improve
indoor climate.

▪

Design for disassembly and to facilitate repair

▪

Avoid building materials that contains harmful and hazardous materials.

▪

Ensure robust building products.

▪

Enhance the user comfort in terms of thermal comfort, indoor air quality,
daylight and artificial light.

▪

Ensure good acoustic and sound insulation.
Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018

75%

94%

BREEAM

Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method

▪ BREEAM is primarily focused on the environmental dimension of
sustainability followed by the social dimension. Economic aspects
are represented at 5%, which is greater than most other certifications.
The main sustainable aspects in this certification are resources,
environmental impact, and health.
▪ Material emphases include:
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▪

Use legally harvested timber and durable materials.

▪

Reduce resource use and environmental impact through an LCA of building
elements.

▪

Use measures to optimize material efficiency through the design and
construction phases.

▪

Reduce construction waste and divert it from ending as landfill.

▪

Use recycled aggregate for construction.

▪

Provide facilities for recycling operational waste.

▪

Reduce waste from refurbishment by letting the occupant choose finishes.

▪

Use responsibly sourced construction products

Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018

5%

55%

95%

LEED

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

▪ LEED focuses roughly two thirds on the environmental dimension
and one third on the social dimension with a small focus on the life
cycle costing aspect in the economic dimension. The prioritisation of
environmental sustainability is a result of three of LEED’s principles
almost exclusively addressing the environmental dimension. Its
major sustainable aspects are resources and health.
▪ Material emphases include:
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▪

Make a LCA and use indicators to reduce environmental impact compared
with the baseline building.

▪

Use Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs).

▪

Source raw materials responsibly & use certified timber.

▪

Plan and manage construction and demolition waste.

▪

Reduce where possible and otherwise recover, reuse, and recycle
construction waste.

▪

Use products where a complete inventory has been published.

▪

Create good indoor air quality with low-emitting interior materials and test air
quality or perform a flush-out of the building after construction.

▪

Good acoustical performance.

Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018

1%

<5%

10%

43%

Miljöbyggnad
▪ Miljöbyggnad is mainly focused on the environmental and social
dimensions of sustainability. It covers comparatively fewer
sustainable aspects (omitting aspects such as biodiversity, social
responsibility, area use, transportation, etc.) than competing
certifications including DGNB, LEED, and others. Of the represented
aspects, health and resources are by far the most prioritized in the
certification, accounting for majority of the certifications focus.

▪ Material emphases include:
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▪

Creating low noise environments

▪

Designing good ventilation with low moister levels and comfortable thermal
climates

▪

Considering daylighting

▪

Reducing emissions of harmful substances from materials

▪

Design for low heating and power consumption, use renewable energy where
possible

▪

Calculate, document and reduce the impact of climate change from the
building mass and the basic structure in the early life cycle stages, such as
production and transport to construction site

▪

Use product specific EPD’s
Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018

94%

Nordic Swan Ecolabel

Svanen (DK/NO/SE), Joutsenmerkki (FI)

▪ Nordic Swan is primarily focused on the environmental dimension of
sustainability, followed by the social dimension. With its roots in the
advocation of healthy materials and products, the Nordic Swan
Ecolabel concentrates on reducing resource consumption and
banning toxic materials and compounds. Of the certifications in this
report, Nordic Swan has the strongest focus on the toxicity aspect.
▪ Material emphases include:
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▪

Use cement and concrete with a reduced climate impact.

▪

Use Ecolabelled products

▪

Limit the use of copper.

▪

Use timber as a structural material.

▪

Design green roofs and facades & allow for urban cultivation.

▪

Sort waste at the construction site for recovering and recycling.

▪

Document all products used in the building for easier future recycling of
materials.

▪

Specify construction products with recycled materials.

▪

Document all chemical products used in the building

Adapted with permission from Guide to Sustainable Building Certifications K.S. Jensen & H. Birgisdottir, 2018

Additional Certifications and Energy Classes
GreenBuilding
GreenBuilding is aimed at property owners and managers who want to
reduce energy use in their premises and homes. The requirement is that
the building uses 25% less energy than before or compared to the new
building requirements.

BK2020 (Bygningsklasse) 2020
Building Class 2020 has been prepared with the intention of being able
to meet the EU Building Directive's requirements for nearly-zero energy
buildings (very high energy performance from renewables, without onsite carbon emissions).

RTS
Designed for use in the domestic market in Finland, RTS is mainly used
to guide the construction project phase. It is especially suited for noncommercial sites and municipalities and is aligned with Finish
construction legislation and climactic requirements. There is a focus on
healthy building materials and indoor air quality.
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Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen (BNB)
Federal government buildings must adhere to the BNB rating system
which requires a whole-building LCA. No specific LCA limit values have
been set at present, however, the Ministry (Bundes ministries des
Innern, für Bau und Heimat) requires federal buildings to achieve a
minimum of silver (65%) in the overall assessment.
Buildings are assessed on the basis of economic quality, social quality,
technical quality, process quality and environmental quality (BBSR,
2017b).
The BNB system requires full documentation of building materials
(safety data sheets, technical data sheets and product-specific EPDs),
as a mandatory part of the assessment to obtain a silver label. Ecolabels such as FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) or PEFC (Program for
Endorsement of Forest Certification) also contribute to the scoring.
BNB makes direct demands in relation to degassing to the indoor
climate, by a criterion such as includes TVOCs and formaldehyde. Here,
there are mandatory requirements for air quality measurements, which
are a "knock-out criteria" if these are not met.
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Life Cycle Assesments Across Our Markets
Use of LCAs and EPDs
In Denmark, Sweden, and Finland, there is legislation in place to promote climate-friendly construction. In Denmark in the form of the voluntary sustainability class,
which after a two-year test period (ending mid-2022) is expected to be implemented in the building regulations from January 2023 onward, and thus becomes a
requirement. However, it has already been politically decided that from 2023 it will be mandatory to carry out LCA in connection with new construction, and that
buildings larger than 1000m2 must comply with a set limit value for CO2 emissions. From 2025, all new construction will be covered by a limit value for CO2
emissions. In Sweden and Finland, national legislation is expected to enter into force in 2022 and 2025 (latest). In all three countries, it is expected that the LCA will
be required for all new construction.
In Norway, national legislation is not yet in place, but many of the parameters that are included in the Danish voluntary sustainability class are covered by the
Norwegian building regulations. However, this does not apply to the execution of LCA of buildings, but public buildings and buildings in many larger municipalities are
covered by such requirements.
In Germany there is no legislation on the way for climate-friendly construction, and there are currently no plans to introduce requirements for the execution of building
LCAs. There, however, is a requirement for an LCA for federal buildings
Overall, none of the countries perform LCA in the same way, which means that it is difficult to compare results across countries. According to the report Klimavenligt
byggeri og LCA, A1-A4 is included in the calculation in all countries, and in most countries A5, B4, B6, C3-C4 and D are also typically included. An exception is Sweden,
where future legislation only requires the inclusion of the life cycle modules A1-A5. Thus, neither the use or disposal phase, nor the next product system is
considered. However, there are plans from 2027 to include more life cycle modules.
In terms of data source selection, EPDs are the preferred choice in all countries. To the extent that generic data is used, the database Ökobaudat is used in Denmark,
Norway and Germany. In the remaining countries, national databases are used.
For a full description please refer to Project on LCA and socioeconomics Task 2 - Analysis of other countries' approach to building LCA on Om bæredygtigt byggeri
(trafikstyrelsen.dk).
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Sources: Om bæredygtigt byggeri (trafikstyrelsen.dk)
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Figure 10: Overview of LCA modules by certification. Adapted from Project on LCA and socioeconomics Task 2 - Analysis of other countries' approach to building LCA (Om bæredygtigt byggeri (trafikstyrelsen.dk))
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Background Discussion

Germany: 3/5

Finland: 2.5/5

Germany has strong greenhouse gas emission targets with sector specific goals which are
enshrined in law and have recently been strengthened. The building sector was the only
sector to miss it’s 2020 climate target and renewed funding and focus have been given to
the sector. There is broad political consensus on required actions to tackle sustainability in
the building sector. A significant fiscal package of over €4 billion has been under released
under the ‘Immediate climate action programme for 2022‘ for the building sector.

Finlands climate goals are currently being significantly updated with a highly ambitious
goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2035. While it still maintains the aim of being ‘the first
country in the Nordics to implement LCA carbon limits on all new buildings before 2025.’
There has been little progress on obtaining this fast approaching goal. There is a unique
duopoly of BREEAM and LEED in Finland but neither systems have created a country
specific implementation of these certification programmes.

Denmark:4/5

Norway: 2.5/5

Denmark has an ambitious greenhouse gas reduction target of 70% by 2030 and net-zero
2050. In support of this target, the Danish National Strategy for Sustainable construction
includes whole lifetime carbon. A building LCA will be a legal requirement in the national
building regulations from 2023 and will be the first country in our markets to introduce a
limit value for CO2 (12 kg CO2-eq./m2 /year). From 2025 limit values will also be introduced
for buildings smaller than 1000 m2.

Sweden: 4/5
Sweden is a leader in green building practices including becoming the first Nordic country
to require climate declarations for buildings as of January 1st 2022. The country hast set
aggressive GHG reduction goals including releasing net-zero emissions of greenhouse
gases by 2045. Due to an ingrained culture of sustainability and decades of experience with
sustainable buildings, the market in Sweden is rated as mature.
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Norway boasts strong green credentials however it’s economy is highly driven by the oil
and gas sector. While there is broad political consensus on that climate action must be
taken, there is less agreement on what actions must be done. This has resulted in highly
ambitious national and local goals being set without legally binding requirements, e.g.,
Norway Aims to have Net-Zero Emissions by 2030, and a heavy focus on carbon trading to
meet goals. Several of Norway's Largest municipalities have set goals relating to
emissions-free and fossil-free construction sites but have noted a need for state-level
legislation to meet these lofty goals. The voluntary green building market has seen good
adoption in major cities, however action is lacking at the national level to push further
adoption.
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